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Day 1: Coaching 
Wednesday, March 30th 

7:45–8:45 am Networking Breakfast 

The CTL Board 
Get up early to enjoy this networking opportunity and connect with your colleagues! Make sure 

you join us if this is your first time at a CTL conference. 

 

8:45–9:45 am Overworked & Underwater? Retrain Your Brain to Stay On Top of Work & Life 

Susan Whitcomb 
Imagine the “high” you’ll experience from being with your colleagues and learning new things at 

the CTL conference! You’ll come away pumped, confident, and full of ideas. How would your 
success be different if you could maintain that high, day in and day out, throughout the year? 

Impossible, you say? Come and learn fascinating brain hacks to “change your mind for good!” 

 

9:45–10:00 am Networking Break 

 

10:00–11:00 am Seismic Shifts: Little Changes that Net Big Results for Your Clients 

Elisabeth Harney Sanders-Park 
When someone is endeavoring to move forward, they can become the bottleneck in their own 

process. They get stuck and no progress can be made until they shift. Beneath the earth, small 
movements of the tectonic plates create tremors that catch our attention and quakes that 

dramatically and forever reshape the landscape. In the same way, coaches can help clients make 
small changes that create awareness and big progress. In this session, nationally recognized tough 

career transitions expert Elisabeth Harney Sanders-Park, will share three fresh and practical 

approaches coaches can use to help clients get out of their own way.  
 

11:00–12:00 pm Tools for the Journey: Equipping Your Clients for Success 
Kristin Sherry 

Coaching is a journey. Only after identifying a client’s starting point can their journey can begin. 
Assessments lead to self-reflection. Lack of self-reflection is the biggest hurdle to self-awareness. 

And self-awareness is a top predictor of career success! It unlocks limiting beliefs and changes 

thought patterns. Learn about types of assessments, why to use them, what to consider, 
certifications and qualifications, preparing and debriefing clients, and more! 

 

12:00–12:45 pm Networking Lunch & Mastery Moment 

Walk away from the conference with more by taking time to process what you've learned using 
our structured process. 

 

1:00–1:55 pm  Workshops – Session 1 

  

How to Coach International Clients with Greater Confidence & Credibility 
Ruth Winden 

These days, your clients can be based anywhere in the world. Whilst it is stimulating to work with 
professionals from different cultures and countries, the international dimension adds its own 

challenges. As an effective coach, you need to be sensitive to a wider range of attitudes to career 
management, traditions, and beliefs – and knowledgeable about country-specific employment 

trends and recruitment practices. Based on coaching clients from across Europe, the Middle East, 

Asia, and the US over the last 20 years, Ruth will explore four areas she has learned to pay close 
attention to in cross-cultural work. 
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Your Work or Your Life? Strategies to Achieve & Maintain Balance in an Ever-Changing 
World 

Michelle Carroll 
Have you ever felt challenged by trying to have it all? A profitable business, work you love, a 

happy healthy well-managed family, a strong healthy body, and an active social life? You are not 

alone! In this session you will learn how to find your own unique sense of balance, identify and set 
boundaries, and engage simple tools and strategies to successfully manage your work and your 

life. These tools and strategies will also be great for clients struggling with the same dilemma! 
 

Propelling Students from the Classroom to the Boardroom 
Ellen Bartkowiak 

Would you mind being stranded with this candidate for 5 hours in LAX?” That’s one question that 

Google hiring managers ask themselves when interviewing candidates. If your intern uses the 
word “like” one more time, are you going to explode? Join us for an interactive (and therapeutic) 

roundtable discussion about how we can help young professionals become polished, poised, and 
productive in their career transitions. 

 

2:05–3:00 pm  Workshops – Session 2 

  

 

Coaching Executives: Increase Their Competitive Edge with Resiliency 
Beth B. Kennedy 

Learn the key strategies Executives need and want for optimal influence and impact. Take 
advantage of the many opportunities to work with Executives, a most rewarding and lucrative 

client base. Beth Kennedy, a Career Coach for more than 20 years, specializes in Leadership and 
Executive Coaching and has developed an innovative leadership and resiliency coaching model. 

Come explore these strategies and see the impact it can have for you and your clients. 

 
How to Coach International Clients with Greater Confidence & Credibility (Encore 

Session) 
Ruth Winden 

These days, your clients can be based anywhere in the world. Whilst it is stimulating to work with 

professionals from different cultures and countries, the international dimension adds its own 
challenges. As an effective coach, you need to be sensitive to a wider range of attitudes to career 

management, traditions, and beliefs – and knowledgeable about country-specific employment 
trends and recruitment practices. Based on coaching clients from across Europe, the Middle East, 

Asia, and the US over the last 20 years, Ruth will explore four areas she has learned to pay close 

attention to in cross-cultural work. 
 

Propelling Students from the Classroom to the Boardroom (Encore Session) 
Ellen Bartkowiak 

Would you mind being stranded with this candidate for 5 hours in LAX?” That’s one question that 
Google hiring managers ask themselves when interviewing candidates. If your intern uses the 

word “like” one more time, are you going to explode? Join us for an interactive (and therapeutic) 

roundtable discussion about how we can help young professionals become polished, poised, and 
productive in their career transitions. 

 

3:10–4:05 pm  Workshops – Session 3 

  

 
Assessment & Activity Roundtables 

Talk to thought leaders about their favorite assessments and activities, when they use them, why, 

and more! 
Kristen Sherry – StrengthsFinder 

Marie Zimenoff – WISE Assessment for Transitioning Adults 
 

Work or Life? Strategies to Achieve & Maintain Balance in an Ever-Changing World 
(Encore Session) 

Michelle Carroll 

Have you ever felt challenged by trying to have it all? A profitable business, work you love, a 
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happy healthy well-managed family, a strong healthy body, and an active social life? You are not 

alone! In this session you will learn how to find your own unique sense of balance, identify and set 
boundaries, and engage simple tools and strategies to successfully manage your work and your 

life. These tools and strategies will also be great for clients struggling with the same dilemma! 
 

Coaching Executives: Increase Their Competitive Edge with Resiliency (Encore 

Session) 
Beth B. Kennedy 
Learn the key strategies Executives need and want for optimal influence and impact. Take 
advantage of the many opportunities to work with Executives, a most rewarding and lucrative 

client base. Beth Kennedy, a Career Coach for more than 20 years, specializes in Leadership and 
Executive Coaching and has developed an innovative leadership and resiliency coaching model. 

Come explore these strategies and see the impact it can have for you and your clients. 

 

4:05–4:15 pm Networking Break 

 

4:15–4:25 pm Mastery Moment  

Walk away from the conference with more by taking time to process what you've learned using 
our structured process. 

 

4:25–5:25 pm Career Management & Social Media: Using the Right Tools for Your Clients' Success 

Linda Van Valkenburgh 
Career management for new graduates to senior executives requires career services professionals 

to have an in-depth understanding of social media. This discussion will focus on using social media 

to boost the candidate's visibility, distinction, and subject matter expertise. You'll walk away from 
this actionable presentation with a better understanding of how LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube, 

blogging tools, and other cool new platforms can enhance career management. 

 
Book Release Party with Chris Guillebeau, Author ofBorn for This 
 

Chris Guillebeau, world-renowned travel blogger and author of The $100 Startup, will be joining us at 5:30 pm for an 
early release party for his new book, Born for This – providing a successful entrepreneur’s insights into finding the work 

you were meant to do! 

 
These events are fun! Chris will give a short talk and you'll have the opportunity to make 

connections with career colleagues, fellow business owners, and Chris himself - while he signs your 
advanced copy of the book! 

 

Those attending the Career Thought Leader Conference will receive exclusive benefits for this 
event, including: 

 A free advance copy of Born for This (a week before it is released on Amazon!) 

 Priority seating at the event 

 Priority access to Chris during the book signing 

Register for any or all 3 days of the CTL Conference today to claim your exclusive benefits 

 
Can't join us for the conference? You can register to attend the book release party and get your advanced copy of Born 
for This. 

Evening Activity 
 
Join the CTL board and your colleagues for dinner in downtown Denver. Visit tinyurl.com/ctlconfdining 
for a list of local restaurants.

http://bit.ly/1JapvF5
https://careerthoughtleaders.wildapricot.org/2016Conference
https://careerthoughtleaders.wildapricot.org/event-2190206
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Day 2: Business Development  
Thursday, March 31st 

 
7:45–8:30 am Networking Breakfast 

The CTL Board 

Get up early to enjoy this networking opportunity and connect with your colleagues! Make sure and 
join us if this is your first time at a CTL conference. 

 

8:30–9:15 am "Dream It & You Can Be It" & Other Things That Won't Pay the Bills 

Marie Zimenoff, President, CTL 

We've all been to conferences that inspire us, but when we get home we face an overwhelming gap 
between our current state and these dreams. In this session, we'll explore new ways to set goals 

and maximize our ability to create what we envision – better serving our health, business, clients, 
and career. 

 

9:15–10:00 am Marketing & Business Planning 

Ruth Pankratz, MBA, NCRW, CPRW 

Even if you're the world's best coach or writer, if you can't market your services, charge what 
you're worth, and create systems and processes for your business, you won't succeed. During this 

program, Ruth will share actionable strategies for marketing and building a strong careers business. 
  

Colleges, Agencies & Other Organizations 
Marketing & Engaging Participants in Career Services 

How do organizations maximize service use? What programs attract participants? Those offering 

successful programs within career services environments reveal all! 
 

10:00–10:10 am Mastery Moment 
Walk away from the conference with more by taking time to process what you've learned using our 

structured process. 
 

10:10–10:25 am Break  
 

10:25–11:20 am Brainiac Branding 
Deb Dib & Susan Whitcomb 
Whether client or coach, uncertainty and self-doubt can hold us hostage, blocking us from becoming 
bold, captivating, lucrative brands. Yet the things we're most reluctant to reveal are often the things 
that make us the most valuable, powerful, and happy. Neuroscience to the rescue—learn simple brain-
science principles that help clients (and us) value vulnerability, trust inner truth, and go gloriously 
gutsy. The ROI? Astonishing opportunities, a giddy confidence, and a freedom never dreamed possible! 

 

11:20–12:15 pm Make Your Online Business Strategy Bold, Big & Bad 

Vaneese Johnson 
Increase your market presence, create global reach, and design consistent revenue streams with 

savvy online marketing platforms, strategies, and techniques. In this energy-packed session, you’ll 
learn how to incorporate a few new social platforms into your online strategy to stay on top of 

trends and in touch with your target audience. Although we have a separate track for organizations, 
this is one everyone will want to attend to keep on top of fast-moving social media trends! 

 

12:15–1:00 pm Lunch & Networking 

 

1:00–1:15 pm Break 

 

1:15-2:05 pm  Workshops – Session 1 

  

 

Experienced Business Owner Super Session (2 hours) 
Act 2 & Beyond: Reinventing & Pre-retirement/Retirement Planning for Career 
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Practitioners 

Jan Melnik, M.A. & Lorraine Beaman, M.A. 
Thinking about what’s next? Whether you are a private-practice solo practitioner or employed by an 

organization, if retirement is on the horizon, this workshop is for you. This interactive program will 
incorporate visioning, practical, and planning exercises to help you formulate a blueprint for the 

next chapter. From financial and lifestyle considerations to tapping into your passions, you’ll learn 

strategies for planning an encore career, “refiring, not retiring,” transitioning from full time to “you” 
time, and multiple alternatives as you imagine your future. 

  

 
New/Intermediate Business Owners 

Telling Your Business Story: Captivating an Audience with the Craft of Storytelling 
Cindy Skalicky, MA 

In this session, you'll learn how to develop a Personal Story Log to significantly increase business 

presentations and content marketing. The result? Engaging, personal, and persuasive 
communications for perspective and current clients. 

 

 
Intermediate Business Owners 

Demystifying SEO: Getting Found in Search Results 

Konan Hauser, Operations Director & Marketing Guru 
The backbone to internet marketing is getting organic search traffic to your website. These are the 

users in the “thin market” that are actively looking for your services.  In this session we’ll help 
breakdown how the search engines work, and how you can help your website to be found. 

 

 
Colleges, Agencies & Other Organizations  

Social Media & Technology in Career Development & Job Search 

Description 
 

2:15-3:05 pm  Workshops – Session 2 

  

 
Experienced Business Owner Super Session Continues 

Act 2 & Beyond: Reinventing & Pre-retirement/Retirement Planning for Career 
Practitioners 

Jan Melnik, M.A. & Lorraine Beaman, M.A. 

Thinking about what’s next? Whether you are a private-practice solo practitioner or employed by an 
organization, if retirement is on the horizon, this workshop is for you. This interactive program will 

incorporate visioning, practical, and planning exercises to help you formulate a blueprint for the 
next chapter. From financial and lifestyle considerations to tapping into your passions, you’ll learn 

strategies for planning an encore career, “refiring, not retiring,” transitioning from full time to “you” 

time, and multiple alternatives as you imagine your future. 

  

 

New/Intermediate Business Owners 
Technology Roundtables 

Get insight from more experienced business owners on the best marketing and operations 
technologies for your business.  
Vaneese Johnson – New social media strategies for your business. 

Konan Hauser – SEO for your business / website. 

  

 

Intermediate/Experienced Business Owners 
Re-Calculating! Powerful Lessons from "The 4-Hour Work Week" 

Elisabeth Harney Sanders-Park 

Elisabeth never planned to be a business owner, yet for more than 20 years she has run a 
company, enjoyed it, and done very well, considering she doesn't have a business degree and 

wasn't raised by entrepreneurs. In the last 2 years, she has begun working quite differently. It has 
increased her productivity, focus, profit, impact, joy, and (she suspects) her longevity on earth and 

in business. Come talk entrepreneurial shop and discuss 4 lessons from Tim Ferriss' "The 4-Hour 

Work Week" that have forever improved how she works. 

 

 

Colleges, Agencies & Other Organizations 
Helping Clients Develop a Marketing Campaign for Their Career 
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Speaker: 

Description 
 

3:15–4:05 pm  Workshops – Session 3 

  

 

Experienced Business Owners 
Re-Calculating! Powerful Lessons from "The 4-Hour Work Week” (Encore Session) 

Speaker: Elisabeth Harney Sanders-Park 

Elisabeth never planned to be a business owner, yet for more than 20 years she has run a 
company, enjoyed it, and done very well, considering she doesn't have a business degree and 

wasn't raised by entrepreneurs. In the last 2 years, she has begun working quite differently. It has 
increased her productivity, focus, profit, impact, joy, and (she suspects) her longevity on earth and 

in business. Come talk entrepreneurial shop and discuss 4 lessons from Tim Ferriss' "The 4-Hour 
Work Week" that have forever improved how she works. 

  

 

New/Intermediate Business Owners 
Demystifying SEO: Getting Found in Search Results 

Konan Hauser, Operations Director & Marketing Guru (Encore Session) 
The backbone to internet marketing is getting organic search traffic to your website. These are the 

users in the “thin market” that are actively looking for your services.  In this session we’ll help 

breakdown how the search engines work, and how you can help your website to be found. 

  

 

Intermediate Business Owners 
Developing Programs & Products to Take Your Business to the Next Level 

Panel 

 

 

Colleges, Agencies & Other Organizations 

Coaching Clients in Creating Their Story for Interviews & Beyond 
Cindy Skalicky, MA 

In this session, you'll learn how to help candidates develop a Personal Story Log. The result? 
Engaging, personal, and persuasive communications for interviewing and career marketing 

documents and profiles. 

 

4:15–5:15 pm Building Relationships that Matter for Business & Beyond 

Don Overcash, Sandler Training 
Are you tired of convincing clients and prospects of your value to engage them in services or charge 

what you know your services are worth? Discover how becoming a Trusted Advisor can completely 
alter your conversations and relationships with clients. Together, we’ll explore: 1) the essential 

elements of trust; 2) the basic skills required to be a Trusted Advisor; and, 3) a philosophy and 
system that engenders Trusted Advisor status with prospects and clients. 

 
Evening Activities 
 
Join your CTL Colleagues for evening activities, including a game night or group dinners. 
 
CTL Evening of Comedy Theatre (7:30 p.m.) 
Pre-registered guests only. There are still a few spots! Register here to join the theatre event. 

https://careerthoughtleaders.wildapricot.org/conference-evening-events#Theatre
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Day 3: Writing  
Friday, April 1st 

 
7:45–8:30 am Networking Breakfast - The CTL Board 

Get up early to enjoy this networking opportunity and connect with your colleagues! Make sure 
you join us if this is your first time at a CTL conference. 

 

8:30–9:25 am Personal Brand Management: Advanced Tools for Growing Brand Impact in 2016 

Loretta Peters, Digital Brand Strategist 
Your competitive edge is your personal brand. That said, as technology changes, you must 

leverage new tools for your clients and yourself to keep in step with the world. In this discussion, 
we will talk about the latest personal branding trends in 2016 (including video) for job seekers, 

executives, and career professionals, and how you can be ahead of the curve by staying current. 

 

9:25–10:15 am Packaging Portfolios with Personality 

Melanie Lenci, MAS 
Building on strategy shared during Resume Writing Academy's popular E-summit, Writing Powerful 

LinkedIn Profiles with Personality, Melanie will break down how to create package pieces that 
complement, not copy. By learning from the techniques and personality-packed package samples 

she’ll share, including networking and traditional resumes, e-notes, cover letters and LinkedIn 

profiles, you too can create career portfolios that maintain a unique, consistent brand while 
taking advantage of the best opportunities each piece presents.  

 

10:15–10:30 am Mastery Moment 

Walk away from the conference with more by taking time to process what you've learned using 
our structured process. 

 

10:30–10:45 am Networking Break 

 

10:45–12:00 pm Intensive Writing Workshops 

 

 

For Experienced Writers (4+ Years) 
Resume Writing Strategies to Go from Good to Great 

Jan Melnik & Louise Kursmark 
Kick your writing up a notch! Learn advanced strategies to garner great raw material (whether you 

use questionnaire or consultation) and transform data into richer content. This session will use 
powerful before/after scenarios for tightening summaries and CAR stories on resumes to produce 

exceptional results. We will emphasize incorporating value proposition and branding throughout 

the resume while delving more deeply into context—the all-important stories behind the facts. 
 

For Intermediate/New Writers (<4 Years) 
Write Tight, Modern Resumes & Profiles … Faster 

Speaker: Marie Zimenoff 

Get the confidence and systems you need to write great resumes faster! Learn tricks to avoid the 
top mistakes many professional resume writers make, write branded documents and profiles, and 

create modern career marketing materials that will stand out from the crowd. Hear secrets for 
handling challenging work histories – for executives to blue collar professionals. Lastly, gain tools 

for structuring your writing process to be productive and time-efficient. 
 

12:00–1:00 pm Lunch with a Recruiter 
 

1:00–1:15 pm Networking Break 
 

1:15–2:05 pm  Workshops – Session 1 

  

 

Go Social: LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook & More! 

Mantooth Marketing & Ruth Pankratz, MBA 
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Candidates looking to advance their career or find a new position are finding that their social 

network is increasingly important in these efforts. In this session, we’ll share how you can help 
candidates create content that attracts others and builds relationships on social media. This goes 

beyond their LinkedIn profile to include LinkedIn updates and blogs, Facebook profile and posts, 
Twitter bio and tweets, Pinterest pins, and much more! 

 

Go Corporate: Bios, LinkedIn & More! 
Charlotte Weeks 

Most resume writers have written some type of professional biography or LinkedIn profile. Yet, 
they have probably all been for job seekers. Did you know that you could provide this same 

service to corporations? In this session, you’ll learn how to write to meet both 
company and employee requirements while efficiently managing several simultaneous projects. 

You’ll also learn how to find these opportunities and price your services. 

 
 

2:15–3:05 pm  Workshops – Session 2 

  

 

Go Social: LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook & More! (Encore Session) 
Mantooth Marketing & Ruth Pankratz, MBA 

Candidates looking to advance their career or find a new position are finding that their social 

network is increasingly important in these efforts. In this session, we’ll share how you can help 
candidates create content that attracts others and builds relationships on social media. This goes 

beyond their LinkedIn profile to include LinkedIn updates and blogs, Facebook profile and posts, 
Twitter bio and tweets, Pinterest pins, and much more! 

 
Go Corporate: Bios, LinkedIn Profiles & More! (Encore Session) 

Charlotte Weeks 

Most resume writers have written some type of professional biography or LinkedIn profile. Yet, 
they have probably all been for job seekers. Did you know that you could provide this same 

service to corporations? In this session, you’ll learn how to write to meet both 
company and employee requirements while efficiently managing several simultaneous projects. 

You’ll also learn how to find these opportunities and price your services. 

 
Go to the Experts: Grow Your Toolbox & Your Confidence! 

ACRWs & MRWs share their expertise and samples. 
Emily Wong – Executive resumes & bios 

Marie Zimenoff – Resumes for non-linear careers 

More to come! 
 

3:05–3:15 pm Networking Break 

 

3:15–3:30 pm Mastery Moment 

Walk away from the conference with more by taking time to process what you've learned using 

our structured process. 
 

3:30–4:30 pm The Future of Work for You & Your Clients 
Alexandra Levit, Rich Feller & Marie Zimenoff 

 
Regular registration closes March 11. Register for any or all 3 days of the CTL Conference today. 

https://careerthoughtleaders.wildapricot.org/2016Conference

